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Abstract. In this paper, we proposed distributed and adaptive grid
workflow net model. Which applies the Coloured Petri net as the formal-
ism to describe grid process, and proposed the formal method for grid
services to composite the gridflows. And also proposed the multi-agent
based implementation for gridflow net model.

1 Introduction

The Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) tries to address the challenge to in-
tegrate services spread across distributed, heterogeneous, dynamic virtual orga-
nizations [1]. Which required to composite grid services into gridflows to gain grid
goals. Gridflow faces many uncertain factors such as unavailability, incomplete
information and local policy changes [2]. Therefore, we proposed the coloured
petri net based adaptive gridflow net model.

2 CPN Based Gridflow Net Model

CPN [3][4] which extends the formalism of classical Petri net [5] by allowing
a token to be of a specific distinguished colour. The sound mathematical foun-
dation behind the CPN makes it a very useful tool for model distributed systems.

Definition 1. (Coloured Petri Net, CPN) A CPN is a tuple,

CPN = (Σ,P, T,A,N,C,G,E, I) (1)

(1) Σ is a finite colour set specifying the type of tokens.
(2) (P, T,A) means basic Petri Net. P is the places set, T is the transitions set,

A ⊆ T × P ∪ P × T is the acres set.
(3) N is a node function defined from A into P × T ∪ T × P .
(4) C is a colour function defined from P into C.
(5) G is a guard function from T to expression as such,

∀t ∈ T :[Tpye(G(t)) = Boolean ∧ Type(V ar(G(t))) ⊆ C]
(6) E is an arc function from A to expression as such,

∀a ∈ A:[Tpye(E(a)) = C(p(a)) ∧ Type(V ar(G(a))) ⊆ C]
(7) I is an initialization function from A into expression as,

∀p ∈ P : [type(I(p)) = C(p)MS ]
where,C(p)MS denotes the multi-set over a set,Type(v) denotes the type of
a variable , var(exp) denote the type of variable in expression.
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Definition 2. (Gridflow Net, GFN) A Distributed Gridflow Net is a tuple,

GFN = (CPN, i, o) (2)

(1) IN and OUT are subsets of P , IN which has one element is a set of workflow
start places, and OUT which may have one or many elements is a set of
terminal places formal description. IN,OUT ∈ P : | IN |= 1, | OUT |≥ 1,
and ∀i ∈ IN,• i = Φ;∀o ∈ OUT, o• = Φ.

(2) ∀x ∈ P ∪ T ∧ x ∈ IN ∧ x ∈ OUT, x is on the path from i ∈ IN to o ∈ OUT .

3 The Algebra of Gridflow Composition

Basic gridflow structure as sequence, parallelism, choice and iteration are foun-
dations to composite the gridflow. The grammar is as such,

Grammar ::= GS ∝ GS|GS ◦ GS|GS ‖ GS|λGS (3)

where, GS represents a atomic grid service. GS ∝ GS represents sequence struc-
true which is defined as an ordered series of grid services. GS ◦GS represents a
choice structure which is selected to execute grid services at run-time when its
associated conditions are true. GS ‖ GS represents a parallel structure which
means the grid services are performed concurrently. λGS represents a iteration
structure which means to perform a grid service for certain number of times. The
basic gridflow structure can be used to construct many complex grid workflows.

4 Formal Composition for Grid Services

Grid service can be mapped into a Petri net [6]. The basic control flows of grid
services composition is represented as sequential,parallel, choice and repetition.
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Fig. 1. The parallel composition for grid services

The parallel grid services composition GS ‖ GS is as in Figure 1. Defined as,

GS1 ‖ GS2 = (ID,GSD,GSP,GRS,GFN) (4)
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where ID is the parallel grid workflow symbol. GSD is the grid services domain.
GSP is the grid services prividers. GRS = GR1∪GR2 is the resources set which
required by parallel grid workflow. GFN = (CPN, i, o) , where Σ = S1 ∪ S2,
P = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ {i, o},N = N1 ∪ N2, T = T1 ∪ T2 ∪ {Ti, To}, A = A1 ∪ A2 ∪
{(i, Ti), (Ti, i1), (Ti, i2), (o1, To), (o2, To), (To, O)}

5 Gridflow Net Model Implementation

Multi-agent based gridflow implementation built on Globus Toolkit and Aglet
platforms. Globus Toolkit based on open-standard grid services which provide for
resource monitoring, discovery, and management, security and so on. Aglets is a
Java environment for mobile agents [7] development and implementation which
is designed to exploit the strengths of platform independence, secure execution,
dynamic class loading, multithreaded programming and object serialization[8].
The gridflow net implementation is as Figure 2.

Gca represents gridflow composition agent. Which is responsible to composite
formal grid services into gridflow based on colour petri net, and also contains all
necessary related information to be required by the grid workflow control agent.
Mma represents monitoring mobile agent. Which is responsible for monitoring
the grid nodes fault status periodically. The planning and checking algorithm [9]
is embeded into Mma to detect the grid nodes fault status and share the status
among grid domains. Wca represents gridflow control agent. Which is respon-
sible for scheduling and rescheduling grid services to re-composite the gridflow
dynamically. When demands from predefined gridflow occur, monitoring mobile
agent can detect the deviations, then migrate to workflow control agent server
to negotiate and decided which grid services should be invoked with the DAML-
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S based ontology to adapt the dynamic changing grid. Then pass the related
information to dispatch mobile agent. Dma, represents dispatch mobile agent.
Which is responsible for interpreting the gridflow definition and controls the in-
stantiation of gridflow processes. Which can migrate from one grid domain to the
other domain to execute the corresponding grid services specified by Gca. Oma,
represents ontology mobile agent. Different grid domain has different ontology.
Oma can translate the similar concepts among grid domains. Oma can move to
different grid domains to exchange and share the domains knowledge to make
the simlar concepts understandable in different grid domains.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We mainly introduce the Coloured petri net based distributed Gridflow process
model and describe the formal composition for Grid services. Also proposed
agent-based adaptive Gridflow implementation. Gridflow security is a another
key problem. In the future, we will focus on the access control for the gridflow.
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